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Digital Do It Yourself (DiDIY), is a complex, rapidly evolving socio-cultural
phenomenon, characterized by individual and social activity to create, repair, and
modify objects through digital technologies. Thanks to the challenges opened by
production and sharing technologies, DiDIY may create many economic opportunities
and promote active citizenship. However, technologies can be also a hindrance to
innovation because of a lack of skills, knowledge and awareness in using them. The
objective of this paper is to describe “Discovery DiDIY” an activity designed to create
immersive learning experience to make people understand how digital technologies
can become economic and social opportunities. The activity has been designed
following the 4 key phases from the Kolb’s experiential learning theory – simulations,
reflection and sharing perceptions, gaining knowledge, apply and experiment.
Discovery is the first activity of the Immerse Step of the DiDIY co-design process, a
process resulted from the 8 co-design workshops held within the framework of the EU
project “DiDIY”.
experiential learning; game-based collaboration; co-design process; co-design tools

1

Introduction

Digital Do It Yourself (DiDIY) is a current trend of self-production enabled and rapidly evolving thanks
to the widespread social availability of affordable technological tools. It is a complex socio-cultural
phenomenon, characterized by individual and social activity to create, repair, and modify objects
through digital technologies. It typically occurs outside of companies and presents great
opportunities for increase individual and collective creativity, helping citizens to acquire some of the
skills they need in a digital world. People engage in DiDIY activities driven by personal satisfaction, a
strong ethical motivation, interest in customization, or social reputation. In a context of
industrialisation, that separates producers and users, DiDIY is a means for individuals to recover their
autonomy by the productive and creative use of their skills and time.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-Share Alike
4.0 International License.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/

1.1

DiDIY opportunities

DiDIY could contribute to change how individuals study, work, cooperate, express their creativity,
solve problems, especially thanks to the widespread use of ICT, embedded in computers,
smartphones, 3D printers, home automation systems.
Thanks to the challenges opened by production and sharing technologies, DiDIY may create many
economic opportunities and promote active citizenship, while making the society more resilient, and
playing a key role in realising sustainable futures. An inspiring example is the “Public Lab” project,
(https://publiclab.org/) that is a DIY scientific community that investigate environmental concerns by
using inexpensive DIY techniques promoting bottom-up and open research.
However, technologies can be also a hindrance to innovation because of a lack of skills, knowledge
and awareness in using them. This often limits to apply the potentialities that grows form the
profound connection between technologies and the social context.

1.2

Research methodology

Due to its complex nature, with implications in many different environments at different levels,
DiDIY calls for a transdisciplinary research methodology and a bottom up approach to be
investigated. Therefore, we have adopted co-design, a transdisciplinary research methodology and
collaborative process where people are directly involved in the research and production of
knowledge, as both an analysis method and a design process for DiDIY. Going to its essence, what
characterizes co-design is the involvement of non-designers in collaborative activities: collaboration
is then key element of the process and knowledge is produced and shared as a collective action.
With this knowledge in mind, we considered fundamental to understand what action could be done
to exploit the more lasting, sustainable, and socially relevant opportunities of DiDIY. As design
researchers and experts in creativity driven innovation through design, we aimed at contributing by
facilitating the DiDIY creative process and, above all, by training and guiding people in the
application of a strategic approach to the use of technology.
The two dimensions strategically embedded in co-design useful for analysing DiDIY are: 1-the social
and rational idea of democracy that set the conditions for people participation, 2-the importance of
eliciting participants’ tacit knowledge (i.e. the practical and diverse skills that are fundamental to
collective making). In this view collaboration through co-design might be seen as a collaborative
process to implement the practices of DiDIY.
Starting from this theoretical ground, we designed an ad hoc co-design process and related tools
specific for DiDIY that can help people to create an innovative digital solution in their professional
field. The first activity of the process has been specially designed to make people understand how
digital technologies can become economic and social opportunities.
To achieve this goal and face the complexity and volume of information to be transmitted, we
designed co-design activities drawing from Experiential Learning Theories (Kolb 1984 and 2015;
Fraser, 1995; Boud et al, 1985) and Game-Based Collaboration. Participants were immersed in a
specific experience and guided through a structured activity by using co-design methods and tools
described in section 4 of the paper.

1.3

The DiDIY project and its objective

The nature and potential long-term effects of this phenomenon has been widely studied within the
framework of the EU funded project “Digital Do It Yourself” (www.didiy.eu), in which IDEActivity
research group has created and experimented the DiDIY co-design process divided in four main
steps: Immerse, Define, Ideate, and Build to Think, showed in Figure 1. Only the Immerse step is
addressed in this paper.
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This explorative activity called “Discovery” allowed the creation of a common knowledge
establishing a point of view regarding a specific topic/issue, taking scientific material and structured
research into consideration, and also considering the target user and the market.
A first specific objective that we aimed to reach was the emphatic involvement of people in the
DiDIY environment, by organizing and providing residential and immersive experience.
A second specific objective was to help people in gain confidence and understanding of the DiDIY
context. Through the collaborative analysis of some selected case studies people acquired
knowledge of the DiDIY phenomenon identifying the DiDIY fundamental factors.

Figure 1. The DiDIY co-design process created by IDEActivity within the European project DiDIY

The objective of this paper is to describe the “Discovery” activity and related tools designed within
the IMMERSE step of the co-design process (in Figure 1, it is represented in the blue rhombus at the
top). Through an immersive experience, the objective of this step is to dive people into the context
of DiDIY to let them understand its potentialities and the business and social opportunities.
To this purpose, section 2 refers about the preliminary research that led us to design an immersive
experience to highlight the social aspects and the fundamental element of DIDIY. Section 3 will then
describe the theoretical framework on which the experience is built and that will be carefully
described in section 4.

2

Digital self-production as an opportunity for social change

The notion of DiDIY is here envisaged as a valuable tool for exploring the relationships between
emerging technologies, self-directed creativity, and social change.
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2.1

The benefits of emerging technologies

The contemporary concept of DiDIY can be understood as an amalgamation of different elements,
politics, culture and arts enabled by digital technologies (Gauntlett, 2011). All these elements linked
in turn in different ways constitute diverse making practices or contribute to the rising and diffusion
of innovative projects. The spread of production and sharing technology has simplified the process
of creation by facilitating the accessibility to tools and the connection of people.
On the one hand, emerging production technologies such as rapid manufacturing, allows the
creation of products even at earlier stages of the acquisition of the required technical skills, to make
the manufacturing process easier and cheaper, to realise artefacts valuable to human life, lowering
prices and skipping various production steps (Hoftijzer, 2009). Technology allows for customisation
of products based on human needs (Tanenbaum, 2013).
On the other hand, it is radically easier to interact with other people across geographical boundaries
for collaborating and sharing knowledge. Digital technology is a way to break down borders and
allows global expansion of different local communities’ ideas and projects, readapting the solutions
to meet their local needs according to their culture and geographical area of reference. This is the
foundation idea of projects such as Open Source Ecology (https://www.opensourceecology.org/)
which aim is to build an open enterprise that publishes blueprints for both physical artefacts and for
all of its strategic, business, organizational, enterprise information, so that other community with
similar problem around the world could learn and thereby truly accelerate innovation.

2.2

New collaborative way for people

In this sense, digital technologies are intended also as social process facilitators (Gauntlett, 2011).
This is in our view the most significant meaning of DiDIY to transfer through a co-design process, i.e.
the opportunity for people to acquire competences and trigger virtuous behaviours through and
with others, in a collaborative way and often for the benefit of the local or global community (Salvia
et al., 2016).
The establishment of the Information and communication technologies (ICTs) and social media has
indeed contributed to the spreading of groups, i.e. communities (open source, peer-to-peer, etc.),
who collaborate on a wider scale, for common purposes, contributing to a more communityoriented society. DiDIY is an environment where real/virtual, direct/mediated experiences are no
longer distinguishable; online and offline activities meld and morph within distributed networks
(DiDIY, 2017).
Collaborative and peer production has been envisaged as “an opportunity for more people to
engage in practices that permit them to exhibit and experience virtuous behaviour” (Benkler and
Nissenbaum, 2006). It is a creative practice through which people may increase their selfconfidence and empowerment by developing new skills and knowledge (Salvia et al., 2016). This is
a second important feature that motivated us to structure a process and specific activities which can
support people in gaining knowledge about the phenomenon, and in applying its innovative features
creatively.
With this ideas in mind, we truly believe that DiDIY practice has some potential features that could
bring innovation to different fields of application. It provides the opportunity to adopt technology
not as the innovation itself, but as a vehicle for generating innovation that must be connected to
other dimensions (such as new scenarios, new product/service offering, new business model and so
on). When we talk about innovation in the industrial field, we mean a change that is not only
generating improvements, cost optimization, turnover and better performances. It refers mainly to
the development of the right mindset, foster team building, introduce high levels of openness and
cooperation in the working environment.
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The general goal is to make people aware of the potentialities of this emerging technologies by let
them: discover its innovative features, learn how to use them strategically, adopting a collaborative
and creative mindset.
The next paragraph explains the theoretical framework and the learning theories on which the
design of the “Immerse” step and the “Discovery” activity is based.

3

Discovery Activity: theoretical framework

"Problems are never technological" could be the claim that summarizes the research on DiDIY, as
highlighted in the previous paragraph. It refers to the idea that digital technology doesn’t work itself
and its adoption, without human thinking, doesn’t solve any (social) problem. In many fields, such as
work and education, digital technologies aren’t often introduced because there is a lack of
knowledge and skills on their applications and benefits. Nowadays, the role of digital technologies
can be explained as “a necessary but not sufficient condition”: we cannot do anything without them,
but technologies itself are not enough. To adopt them in projects or activities it’s necessary to have a
strategic vision of how to use them and their potentialities and limits.
From this consideration, arose the idea of designing a step called “Immerse” as a starting point of
the DiDIY co-design process, to allow people to understand how digital technologies can become an
economic and social opportunity. A first deep reflection has been made on how to transfer the social
concept of DiDIY by adopting learning and communication dynamics already experienced in other
contexts. How can we handle the scientific knowledge in a practical and concrete way?
According to the theory proposed by Kolb (1984), the most effective methods involve experiential
learning, such as hands-on or field-based practices, in particular intentional ones, associated with
and linked to the real world. As the name suggests, experiential learning is “the process whereby
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledge results from the
combination of grasping and transforming experience”. “In this view of experiential learning, the
emphasis is often on direct sense experience and in-context action as primary source of learning”
(Kolb, 2015). This suggests that the active involvement of people in the co-design activities
reinforces the acquisition of information and the consolidation of knowledge.
Kolb’s cycle emphasizes learning by first experiencing something or bringing it to mind via a
simulation of experience (Concrete Experience), reflecting on that experience and sharing
perceptions of the experience (Reflective Observation), checking these perceptions against theory
that helps to explain what happened (Abstract Conceptualisation), applying what is thus
understood to practice, and experimenting with new ways of thinking and working and being that
generate a new cycle of this kind of learning (Active Experimentation). When a CE is enriched by
reflection, given meaning by thinking and transformed by action, the new experience created
becomes richer, broader, and deeper. (Kolb and Kolb, 2010)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Kolb’s cycle mapping.

Our fundamental objective was to offer an activity based on the concept of experiential learning of
the DiDIY potentiality and the design process, designed to involve participants both emotionally and
physically. There is no better way to understand the context of DiDIY than by immersing people in
that context.
Therefore, simulation of experience, reflection and sharing perceptions of that experience, gaining
knowledge from experience and finally apply and experiment what learned have been adopted as
keywords to design the “Discovery” within the “Immerse” step of the DiDIY co-design process.
Experimental learning theory has been adopted to involve people in an immersive experience that
could transfer both a knowledge about DiDIY and a mindset related to the collaborative dynamics
linked to this social practice. The experiential theory proposed by Kolb (2010) has a holistic approach
and emphasizes how experiences, including cognitions, environmental factors, and emotions could
influence the learning process.
“Discovery” is based on consolidated learning theories and on a framework in which game
mechanisms are used to involve people in action and reflection. Gamified tools have been developed
and designed to generate discussions, lead reflections and thoughts, collect and re-elaborate
insights and finally actively propose implications in DiDIY.
In the design of the activity we have taken into consideration 5 points for its success:
·
·
·

·
·

the game-based/playful approach to involve participants with different background and
interests.
Hold provocative and emotional discussions full of examples of real-life stories to facilitate
reflection and understanding of what is being proposed.
Provide an easy-going environment, where the participants are invited to relax and rethink
their work or interest in relation to digital technologies, DIY mindset, collaboration and social
impact.
Create and share materials to enable the participants to experience and learn during the
activities.
Adopt visual and verbal information, emphasising the importance of creating, manipulating
and combining mental images within the creative process.
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3.1

The Game-based collaboration

The game is considered as a field for the development of creativity and an element that stimulates
the personality evolution and enhances learning. It activates motoric, emotional, intellectuals and
relational levels of people enabling a decision-making process.
According to Yu-kai Chou (2014), the biggest contribution that gamification can offer to people is
human-centred design, rather than design focused on function. It is the use of game thinking and
game mechanics in several contexts with the objective of improving participation and generating
engagement and commitment from potential users. Gamification is applied as an alternative to
traditional approaches, especially to encourage people to adopt certain types of behaviour, to get to
know new technologies and to speed up their learning and training processes. Therefore, the act of
playing has a meaning beyond entertainment. It presents its importance as a cultural element when:
the game is more than a physiological phenomenon or a psychological reflection (Vianna et al.,
2015).
In general, the application of gamification indicates situations that involve creation or adaptation of
the user’s experience to a product, service or process; the intention to awake positive emotions,
explore personal skills or engage virtual or physical rewards to complete tasks.
The Games-based collaboration we have designed is all about leveraging the power of games to
captivate and engage people for a specific purpose, such as to acquire and develop new
knowledge and skills. It doesn't just “tell” the participants about the DiDIY as a lecture might do,
rather it puts the participant right into the middle of things and lets him or her work their way
around as an active participant in the events of the times. Games-based collaboration enables
participants to undertake tasks and experience situations which would otherwise be impossible
and/or undesirable for cost, time, logistical and safety reasons.
The “Discovery” activity focus on the use of a Gameboard tool that encourage collaboration among
participants and active participation in defining the potentialities and limits of DiDIY. The gamified
activity encourages reflection that is a crucial part of the experiential learning process. Dewey wrote
that successive portions of reflective thought grow out of one another and support one another,
creating a scaffold for further learning, and allowing for further experiences and reflection (Kompf
and Bond, 2001).
A challenge for applying a Games-based collaboration approach is to design tools that can act as
“a skilled facilitator, that asking the right questions and guiding reflective conversation
before, during, and after an experience, can help open a gateway to powerful new
thinking and learning" (Jacobson & Ruddy, 2004).
The tools lead participants to reflect and share their learning, interact with each other, with the
facilitator building knowledge from other participants. The tools help also to create a shared
language, appropriate to the context in which co-design activities take place, that could support
information sharing and organization in a meaningful way.

3.2

Environment: a physical and emotional involvement

“The three factors related to the person, process, and environment interact to produce specific
results. In other words, the quality of the creative product depends on the fact that people support
certain processes within specific environments” (Puccio, Mance and Murdock, 2011). Numerous
studies have concluded that an adequate space and environment should be designed to allow for
exchange, dialogue and debate, by providing a dynamic and customizable environment and flexible
enough to be able to adapt to people’s changing needs. It should promote an open-minded attitude
and the suspension of judgment, hierarchies and business roles.
Consequently, according with the idea that knowledge is continuously gained through both personal
and environmental experiences (Kolb, 1984), it is important from the very beginning to consider the
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environment as an integrating part of the experience: a vehicle for the training itinerary able to
effectively support the co-design process. This means not only managing the space, but also
proactively managing communication.
During the activity, we have acknowledged the importance of setting up a space that allows for fluid
and rhythmic sequence of activities where simulated experience, through case studies, or physical
and mental pauses are essential elements for the retention of new information, their re-mapping
and the emergence of new ideas.
The climate generated during the session is one of the factors that guarantee its success, as well as
the right mindset to deal with the activities proposed during the workshop. Approaching the codesign session, one should be as open-minded as possible and try to avoid criticism of the ideas that
are generated because this can cut off potentially useful ideas. A positive attitude is the strong
foundation of a successful creativity session (Tassoul, 2011).
To foster a group of people and enable them to become a well-established and cohesive creative
team they must become familiar with their surroundings and with all the components of their team.
In this context, the transfer of know-how should be accompanied by short activities, such as
energizers or icebreakers, designed to facilitate the generation of a favourable creative climate,
which encourages team spirit and the sharing of objectives.
The activity designed by IDEActivity featured the emotional involvement of participants, a dynamic
use of space, and visual representation.

4

Discovery Activity: designed tools

This paragraph describes the immersive learning co-design activity and the related tools designed to
put theory in action through the active involvement and collaboration of participants. The 4 key
phases from the Kolb’s theoretical framework – simulations, reflection and sharing perceptions,
gaining knowledge, apply and experiment – were used to let readers understand how we
materialized theory.
“Discovery” guides participants through a process of identifying DiDIY potential and benefits that
starts by exploring and interpreting a significant best practice in the field (simulations). The
participants are led in their exploration of the case using activity cards, which show the task to be
performed and a Gameboard (reflection and sharing) with specific aid cards (gaining knowledge),
with which each group analyses the case. They will conclude this activity by choosing the
benefits/potential that they’d like to bring with them to the next stage (apply and experiment).

4.1

Simulations

To quickly help the participants in understanding DiDIY essential aspects, some relevant information
has been selected and presented in form of case studies. The selection of the case studies was based
on the preliminary research carried out in different areas investigated by the DiDIY EU project such
as education, open source, society, work, etc... They do not want to represent the best projects ever,
but each of them is different, with marked social aspects, evidence elements of collaboration and
motivational factors.
Five best practice have been selected (i.e FabAcademy, Open Source Ecology, Public Lab,
Instructables and Imagineering) and represented in form of 50x70 cm foldable posters to provide an
overview of the main elements of the project: objectives, participants, resources, main values,
results, etc… (Figure 3). It is possible to consult them, as the whole set of tools presented in this
paper, on the Co-design in the DiDIY scenario. Toolkit and guidelines (2017). On the front side of the
poster were located the main information while on the back side were linked some in-depth
information about specific features of the best practice. The information has been presented using
images, text and by linking them to multimedia content (website and video) through a QR code. A
multimedia presentation accompanied, supported and enriched each case study. Pictures, key words
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and in-depth videos were collected by using the Microsoft Sway program. The presentation allowed
going in depth into some aspects of the case or understanding quickly the main points of reflection
through pictures and key words.
Discovery activity begins with a preliminary immersion in the context of DiDIY by choosing one of the
best practice brochure and consulting it for around 30 minutes (Figure 4). The combination of paper
and digital material for reading the case study created methods of consultation that met the
different types of users. Paper poster supported collaborative learning while digital presentation
supported individual learning. Tablets and computers were therefore put at the disposal of the
participants to make access easier to the multimedia contents.

Figure 3. “Open Source Ecology” poster brochure. Front side.

Figure 4. These images from workshops shows the combination of paper and digital material for reading the case study that
meet the preferences of different participants.
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4.2

Reflection and sharing

After the first moment of the best practice analysis, the activity moves towards a collaborative and
structured exploration with the use of a gamified tool, designed ad hoc to improve participation and
generate engagement and commitment from participants. Applying a successful gamification
strategy is directly related to understanding the context where the user is inserted, and what their
extrinsic (incited by the external environment) and intrinsic (self-motivated) expectations and
constraints are.
Each collaborative analysis was supported and facilitated by using a Gameboard tool composed by a
70x100 cm poliplat graphic board (Figure 5, Figure 6) and 3 decks of help cards. The gameboard tool
is designed to support and guide people in the exploration of the case studies considering three
main aspects that usually enable a project: the people, the key components and the impacts that the
project could generate. These three enabling aspects are visualized as three connected areas on the
gameboard surface. The graphic board is a support that participants have at their disposal to
complete and enrich with their reflections by using the Post-its. The activity’s aim is to gather
information and insight creating an understanding of them. This group activity is to be regarded as a
moment of discussion to reflect and share different views and initiate a flow of ideas, to reach a
common understanding among the working group. Working together in a multidisciplinary context,
can better help people to discover how digital technologies can be used in new ways to design new
social applications and practices. Multidisciplinary teams provide diversity, enabling the creation of
new associations and interactions. In a group, the free flow of ideas can be stimulated by including
open-minded group members, emphatic and creative people from different disciplines.

Figure 5. Gameboard tool. Graphic board.
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Figure 6. Images from workshop: on the table there are the gameboard, the 3 decks of cards, the brochure of the case
study, Post-Its and felt pens

Gaining knowledge

4.3

During the activity, the involvement of the participants and therefore their active thinking and
learning is guaranteed by the introduction of 3 decks of cards that are part of the gameboard tool.
The cards stimulate thinking and are the starting point for a rich flow of thoughts. Each deck is
designed in relation to the 3 enabling areas illustrated on the graphic board. All the cards
measure 9x9 cm and can be described as follows:
·

·

·

People cards: the deck contains 4 cards whose aim is to identify and analyse Actors,
Beneficiaries and Relationship that enable the develop of the case study. On the front side
there is the topic to be addressed with the card and a specific question or stimulus on the
back side that help participants to reflect (figure 7).
Key components cards: the deck contains 3 cards on technologies with icons and
descriptions on the front side and the questions to be answered on the back, plus
8 key components cards (e.g. activities, work environments, competences, etc.), each one
with a specific question on the back. Both have the function of stimulating discussion,
reflection and learning (figure 8).
Impact cards: the deck contains 12 cards (e.g. social effects, business model, ethical aspects,
etc.) with questions that help participant to reflect about the positive and negative impacts
of the project analysed (figure 9).
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Figure 7. Gameboard tool. An example of people card, front and back side

Figure 8. Gameboard tool. An example of key components card. Front side
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Figure 9. Gameboard tool. An example of impacts card, front side

Their use is mandatory, and they should generally be read in this order: people, key components and
impact. Throughout the analysis, participants move through the three areas, reiterating, and placing
relevant concepts on Post-its on those areas while discussing them. The cards can be used in
different ways, according to the level of energy and involvement of the working team.
A Card Sort technique on which the card of the gameboard tool are based, is a quick and easy way to
spark conversation about what matters most to people. By putting different cards, each with a word
or single image or questions, in someone’s hands and then asking them to reflect or answer the
question, you’ll gain huge insight into what really counts.
The use of the gameboard cards allows reaching an in-depth immersion in the context of DiDIY
where connections between some aspects of the case and personal and professional experience of
participants are likely to arise to enrich the contents. It is important to go beyond an impersonal
analysis of the material, interpreting it with an open attitude. This activity is fundamental for both
the expert and the people that are unfamiliar with the phenomenon because it allows a deeper
understanding through analysis of the context from different points of view.
This explorative activity is considered divergent because it generates a vast mass of information
(Figure 10). It becomes then necessary to organise the data visually, in order to indicate patterns
that will help to provide an understanding of the whole and identify opportunities and challenges.

Figure 10. Images from workshop: Post-its with insight stuck on the gameboard, on the left image some toys to keep a
playful atmosphere.
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4.4

Apply and experiment

The divergent phase of the preliminary and the in-depth analysis is concluded with a convergent
phase of clustering where the reflections that have emerged by similar aspects are grouped together
to build a common understanding of the topic and above all identify the fundamental elements that
underlie DiDIY. The final goal of the clustering activity is to synthesise all the information gathered
into interesting findings, creating insights and inspiring future challenges.
The tool designed for this purpose is the “Technological star” poster measuring 100x70 cm with the
representation of a star. This collaborative clustering activity produces from 3 to 5 factors shared
and agreed by all the participants. The elements identified represent fundamental factors that must
be taken into consideration when designing a solution in the DiDIY field. They are aspects that are
present in most of the significant case studies in this phenomenon (Figure 11).
A star has been chosen to visually express the concept that only the intersection of all the
fundamental elements of DiDIY at the same time can lead to innovation. It is important to highlight
that it is not the single factor itself that generates a meaningful solution, but that the integration of
all of them in a project creates the innovation.
The result of the Discovery activity is the collection of a series of factors which then, analysed by the
research group and worked out allow creating the tool useful for the other steps of the DiDIY codesign process.

Figure 11. Images from workshop: the "Technological star" for the cluster activity to identify the fundamental factors to
design solutions in the DiDIY field.

5

Conclusion

The activity’s main objective was to demonstrate how the co-design process - whose language is
based on different forms of communication, and which makes use of specific game-based tools represents an essential methodology in understanding the benefits of DiDIY. From this point of view,
the designed activity has created a high added value satisfying the expectation of the IDEActivity
research group and the participants.
As hypothesized from the research, the experience achieved through a game-based collaboration
approach allowed to reach a deeper understanding of the complex socio-cultural DiDIY phenomenon
in terms of economic and social strategic potential and of co-design process and mindset. The
emotional involvement, the ability to freely move into the space, the use of images as a preferred
channel of communication, has led participants to accelerate their learning and reflection process.
The experience clearly showed the value of adopting an experiential activity as a starting point of the
co-design process that followed the 4 stages of the Kolb cycle: simulation of experience, reflection
and sharing perceptions of that experience, gaining knowledge from experience and finally apply
and experiment what learned.
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The playful approach and the experience through a case study, are two important aspects that
assumed an even more important role than expected. The activity in the relationship with space and
with others, has amplified the involvement of the participants and the emotionality of the
experience obtaining a very high level of attention from the whole team. The playfulness of the
environment and the activity merged the group and made each participant aware of his own
creative potential and the negative dynamics that could hinder the work. Moreover, it helped to
create a fertile ground to activate the team's "lateral thinking" and activates the symbolic and
imaginative thought of the right brain hemisphere.
Discovery has been tested and validated throughout 8 human-centred co-design workshops held in
Italy and Spain by the research team of IDEActivity Center, within the framework of the EU funded
project ‘Digital Do-It-Yourself (DiDIY). The workshops, have been repeated with the same structure
in two countries focusing on 4 different thematic areas - Education and Research, Work and
Organization, Creative Society, and Law, Right and Responsibilities.
Through co-design workshops the research team involved both laymen and DiDIY practitioners in the
testing and refinement of the Discovery activity and the overall DiDIY co-design process, creating
tools that speak in layman’s terms. Experts from the DiDIY field collaborate with professionals from
the 4 areas, in order to identify the DiDIY enabling elements, according to their own experience and
knowledge.
The repetition of the activity for 8 times with different actors allowed to: test and improve the
activity, collect and elaborate those fundamental factors considered enabling for the DiDIY
phenomenon. This are one of the most important results obtained from the Discovery activity. The
DiDIY fundamental factors emerged from the participants have been transformed by the research
group into one of the main tools to implement design challenges in DiDIY, to be used in the next
steps of the DiDIY co-design process.
The experiences in each workshop have contributed to continuous experimentation, verification and
implementation of project-building processes, and of specific activities and related tools, which have
been utilized to produce the ‘Toolkit and Guidelines’ (IDEActivity, 2017).
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